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Saturn is the great timekeeper of astrology, its 30-year
cycle slowly marking out the creation and completion of
the physical form. In esoteric astrology time is said to
stop at the age of thirty when Saturn completes its
first cycle and turns to repeating itself. From thirty
years onward it is said that we begin moving beyond
the grasp of time into eternity. It is said that the first
thirty years we spend building our personal space
capsule, the physical body. At any rate, Saturn is a key
planet to note in our birth chart.
What follows amounts to a brief overview of the first
thirty years or so of your life -- a road map of the years
to come. Since childhood, adolescence, and early adult
life are so crucial to each of us, an attempt has been
made to describe these formative years from an
astrological perspective. Based on the gradual
movement of the planet Saturn, this is one of the most
tested of all astrological techniques. It is used by
almost every professional astrologer as part of any
personal consultation. Provided that your time of birth
is more or less accurate, you will find this information
both accurate and informative. Here is a general life
overview, followed by a close-up on your current
changes -- what is happening right now. First the
overview:
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01st Saturn Cycle
Dates and (Age)
on Angles
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You are what is called an "early riser," and your outgoing nature
should start to show up around seven or eight years of age. From
that point onward, there should be increasing self-confidence with
each passing year, which will bring you into the real social scene in
your early teens. You may well be a class leader or in some way be
achieve prominence in the your group – public recognition. And this
continues to build to some kind of high or climax when you are
around twenty-one or twenty-two years of age, at which time you
may be on top of your world -- very successful at an early age.
In other words, this type of chart often indicates a prodigy or one
who shows great promise early on. However, do note that after the
age of twenty-one, your upward and outward climb will slow and you
could well fade from the scene as easily as you rose to the top.
After the age of twenty-one or so, make plans to consolidate your
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gains and to sustain your success. And do not be surprised if your
life-long interest in outward success and being social wanes. At this
time, your attention and general life direction will begin to take a
more inward turn. All of this is quite gradual and will not reach any
great turning point until your late twenties.
Let’s recap: You may experience some sort of social prominence
from an early age, when you are around seven or eight years old.
Astrologers call this the “Early Riser” type, as the individual
receives some kind of social or public prominence early-on in life
rather than later. And this jump-start continues to build all through
the school years, which are usually a very successful and outgoing
time - social. However, in the early twenties, there is a shift on the
part of the individual away from outward or social interest, and they
become more inward, more interested in their inner life and spiritual
ideas. This more inward time will continue for some fourteen years,
with a time of greater deepening around the age of thirty.
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02nd Saturn Cycle
Dates and (Age)
on Angles
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In the second Saturn cycle we are each born free from
the grip of time. Our physical body is complete; we
have reached our prime, sustain for a while, and then
gradually decline. And although our physical body has
ceased to grow, our mind continues to expand beyond
those physical limits. In a very real sense, we are all
born again, but this time the birth is spiritual not
physical.
It is during this second Saturn cycle that we learn to
control ourselves mentally (and emotionally), manage
our lives, and build a career. It is during this time that
we are in our majority that success in any endeavor is
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most possible. In the inner teachings it is said that we
spend our second thirty years repairing the damage we
made (without realizing it) emerging from our first
thirty years.
This second cycle of Saturn is the most opportune for
physical success as all roads lead up to us from youth
and away from us in old age. We stand at the
crossroads, the pinnacle or prime of life and can see
both ways.
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03rd Saturn Cycle
Dates and (Age)
on Angles
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In this third and (for most of us) final Saturn cycle our
physical form is definitely in decline but our spiritual
horizons only continue to broaden. It is said in the
esoteric tradition that in this cycle we can experience
becoming an active part of the creative force in life
itself, not just conceptually, but actually. We are able
to work with those younger than we to shape and
direct their activities. Although we begin to retire from
the physical scene, inside we never age but are as
young as we can remember.
It is during this time that any mental training, patience,
and self-control really pay off. We are now very much
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the fruit of our own discipline and experience; it is
during this time that we are very much out of the body
more and more of the time. If we have no discipline we
are somewhat at the mercy of the winds of change, but
whatever control and mastery we have achieved now
works with and for us to complete our life. We can feel
very creative and part of the creative forces that are all
around us.
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Saturn Transits Midheaven - Dec 22, 2018
The dates at the top of the chart pertain to the following:
You are riding a high now in terms of taking advantage of the cycles
in your life. This may well be a high-water mark; however, this is
also the beginning of a series of years during which you should
begin to consolidate and tie down the advances you have made in
recent years. It may be best to begin to dig in and strengthen your
current position rather than expand outward too much. You will find
your mind beginning to turn away from the external (the material)
and to be concerned with more inward and spiritual ideas. All of this
will become clear over the next several years. This time marks a
change of direction for you, away from the material and glitter,
toward inner needs and security. You will find yourself more
concerned with maintaining and strengthening your position, rather
than pushing outward. In summary, a kind of high-water mark in the
outward and social department. These years should be easy and
filled with opportunities and friendships. Enjoy them. More
demanding and inward years will be forthcoming a little further on
down the road.
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1970
Mar 11

01st Cycle
Age:
00y 00m

1970
Apr 26

01st Cycle
Age:
00y02m

1974
Jul 15

01st Cycle
Age:
04y04m

1979
Dec 07

Saturn Conjunct Saturn
Transit to Natal
Saturn Return (Begin 01st Saturn Cycle)
A major life event that marks the end of a formative period and the beginning of
more independence. You are on your own, and this marks the start of increased
responsibility and accountability. A time for deep thought, review of self, a new
chance.

Saturn Conjunct Moon
Transit to Natal
Serious Ideas
Sober or somber thoughts, perhaps a little too heavy come to mind and can’t be
ignored. Perhaps not clear at first, this will come in time, in particular relating to
emotional control or discipline, perhaps involving younger people, the past, and,
in general, your support network.

Saturn Opposite Midheaven
Transit to Natal
Saturn on Nadir
A new start. Several years of self-examination and inner learning are coming to
an end. Now you begin to feel a growing confidence in everything you do. You
have found yourself in one sense or another and are on the move toward
building a real future.

Saturn Conjunct Pluto
Transit to Natal
Transforming Ideas
Ideas from the deep, from the crucible, involving extraordinary effort, perhaps to
the point of cruelty. Forcing change.

01st of 3
01st Cycle
Age:
09y09m

1980
Feb 05

Saturn Conjunct Pluto
Transit to Natal
Transforming Ideas
Ideas from the deep, from the crucible, involving extraordinary effort, perhaps to
the point of cruelty. Forcing change.

02nd of 3
01st Cycle
Age:
09y11m

1980
Aug 20

Saturn Conjunct Pluto
Transit to Natal
Transforming Ideas
Ideas from the deep, from the crucible, involving extraordinary effort, perhaps to
the point of cruelty. Forcing change.

03rd of 3
01st Cycle
Age:
10y05m
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1980
Nov 27

01st of 3
01st Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Uranus
Transit to Natal
Insights
Ideas and images of breaking through, and overcoming obstacles. Also, could
be connected to making insights and innovations into something practical,
useful. Lightning in a bottle. Seeing the infinite in the finite.

Age:
10y09m

1981
Mar 13

02nd of 3
01st Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Uranus
Transit to Natal
Insights
Ideas and images of breaking through, and overcoming obstacles. Also, could
be connected to making insights and innovations into something practical,
useful. Lightning in a bottle. Seeing the infinite in the finite.

Age:
11y00m

1981
Aug 20

03rd of 3
01st Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Uranus
Transit to Natal
Insights
Ideas and images of breaking through, and overcoming obstacles. Also, could
be connected to making insights and innovations into something practical,
useful. Lightning in a bottle. Seeing the infinite in the finite.

Age:
11y05m

1981
Dec 26

01st of 3
01st Cycle

Saturn Opposite Ascendant
Transit to Natal
Saturn on Descendant
This time marks the end of a number of years of hard work, a kind of
apprenticeship on your part. Now you begin to move upward and outward. Go
for it! A number of very successful years are coming now, during which the
world should bend to your lead.

Age:
11y09m

1982
Mar 08

02nd of 3
01st Cycle

Saturn Opposite Ascendant
Transit to Natal
Saturn on Descendant
This time marks the end of a number of years of hard work, a kind of
apprenticeship on your part. Now you begin to move upward and outward. Go
for it! A number of very successful years are coming now, during which the
world should bend to your lead.

Age:
11y12m

1982
Sep 14

03rd of 3
01st Cycle

Saturn Opposite Ascendant
Transit to Natal
Saturn on Descendant
This time marks the end of a number of years of hard work, a kind of
apprenticeship on your part. Now you begin to move upward and outward. Go
for it! A number of very successful years are coming now, during which the
world should bend to your lead.

Age:
12y06m
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1983
Oct 15

01st Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Jupiter
Transit to Natal
Skillfull Ideas
This is a time when ideas relating to handling the law, lawyers, and all questions
of a disciplined career are at focus - following the law to the letter. The mind is
filled with these thoughts.

Age:
13y07m

1985
Nov 24

01st Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Neptune
Transit to Natal
Reality Visions
This is a long-tern aspect about ideas and insights into separating our dreams
from reality, somehow putting our ideals to the test. It is about compassion, but
compassion with discipline.

Age:
15y08m

1989
Feb 12

01st of 3
01st Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Midheaven
Transit to Natal
Saturn on Midheaven
This is a high-water mark as far as outward and social success is concerned, a
kind of peak after which you should turn your attention to consolidating what
you have set in motion up to this point. A more inward time is to come in a few
years.

Age:
18y11m

1989
Jul 06

02nd of 3
01st Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Midheaven
Transit to Natal
Saturn on Midheaven
This is a high-water mark as far as outward and social success is concerned, a
kind of peak after which you should turn your attention to consolidating what
you have set in motion up to this point. A more inward time is to come in a few
years.

Age:
19y04m

1989
Nov 12

03rd of 3
01st Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Midheaven
Transit to Natal
Saturn on Midheaven
This is a high-water mark as far as outward and social success is concerned, a
kind of peak after which you should turn your attention to consolidating what
you have set in motion up to this point. A more inward time is to come in a few
years.

Age:
19y08m

1994
Apr 26

Saturn Conjunct Mercury
Transit to Natal
Ideas of Discipline
Matters of philosophy, serious study, deep thought, discipline, and organization
inspire the mind and beckon to be implemented.

01st of 3
01st Cycle
Age:
24y01m
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1994
Aug 21

Saturn Conjunct Mercury
Transit to Natal
Ideas of Discipline
Matters of philosophy, serious study, deep thought, discipline, and organization
inspire the mind and beckon to be implemented.

02nd of 3
01st Cycle
Age:
24y05m

1995
Jan 20

Saturn Conjunct Mercury
Transit to Natal
Ideas of Discipline
Matters of philosophy, serious study, deep thought, discipline, and organization
inspire the mind and beckon to be implemented.

03rd of 3
01st Cycle
Age:
24y10m

1995
Apr 22

01st of 3
01st Cycle
Age:
25y01m

1995
Sep 24

02nd of 3
01st Cycle
Age:
25y06m

1996
Jan 15

03rd of 3
01st Cycle
Age:
25y10m

1996
Apr 21

Saturn Conjunct Sun
Transit to Natal
Ideas of Authority
Your practical and organizational skills are at their clearest. Perhaps more of an
internal change than one that is flashy and outward, this shift in emphasis
marks your moving out of the past, out of whatever obligations and
responsibilities you have to do, and onto a future of greater control and mastery
on your part. In other words, you will be better able to handle things, to exert
control over your own affairs, and direct your future than you have up to now.
This is the beginning of a more future-oriented time.

Saturn Conjunct Sun
Transit to Natal
Ideas of Authority
Your practical and organizational skills are at their clearest. This is a more
subtle change, moving from trying to expand your control, and to perhaps better
organize areas of your life, to trying to find a solid base on which to stand and
stabilize things. More often than not this involves a swing toward the past,
toward what works or has worked, and away from anything more speculative or
insecure. Security is the key here, and going against that will result in even
greater instability.

Saturn Conjunct Sun
Transit to Natal
Ideas of Authority
Your practical and organizational skills are at their clearest. Perhaps more of an
internal change than one that is flashy and outward, this shift in emphasis
marks your moving out of the past, out of whatever obligations and
responsibilities you have to do, and onto a future of greater control and mastery
on your part. In other words, you will be better able to handle things, to exert
control over your own affairs, and direct your future than you have up to now.
This is the beginning of a more future-oriented time.

Saturn Conjunct Venus
Transit to Natal
Organized Ideas
Here ideas relating to the love of truth, duty, loyalty, and dependability fuel the
imagination, and rise into the mind.

01st of 3
01st Cycle
Age:
26y01m
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1996
Oct 28

Saturn Conjunct Venus
Transit to Natal
Organized Ideas
Here ideas relating to the love of truth, duty, loyalty, and dependability fuel the
imagination, and rise into the mind.

02nd of 3
01st Cycle
Age:
26y08m

1997
Jan 06

Saturn Conjunct Venus
Transit to Natal
Organized Ideas
Here ideas relating to the love of truth, duty, loyalty, and dependability fuel the
imagination, and rise into the mind.

03rd of 3
01st Cycle
Age:
26y10m

1998
Mar 26

01st Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Ascendant
Transit to Natal
Saturn on Ascendant
This marks a major life change. It is the end of an interest in the outward and
social world and the start of a more inward journey during which you absorb and
take in new information. Letting go of past success is a necessity.

Age:
28y00m

1998
Jul 24

01st of 3
01st Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Mars
Transit to Natal
Discipline Ideas
Questions of self-discipline, of better channeling your drive and ambitions,
building a workable support environment are in the air. Although not just
thoughts, they could soon be plans for action.

Age:
28y04m

1998
Sep 06

02nd of 3
01st Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Mars
Transit to Natal
Discipline Ideas
Questions of self-discipline, of better channeling your drive and ambitions,
building a workable support environment are in the air. Although not just
thoughts, they could soon be plans for action.

Age:
28y06m

1999
Mar 30

03rd of 3
01st Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Mars
Transit to Natal
Discipline Ideas
Questions of self-discipline, of better channeling your drive and ambitions,
building a workable support environment are in the air. Although not just
thoughts, they could soon be plans for action.

Age:
29y01m
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1999
Apr 19

02nd Cycle
Age:
29y01m

1999
Jun 03

01st of 3
02nd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Saturn
Transit to Natal
Saturn Return (Begin 02nd Saturn Cycle)
A major life event that marks the end of a formative period and the beginning of
more independence. You are on your own, and this marks the start of increased
responsibility and accountability. A time for deep thought, review of self, a new
chance.

Saturn Conjunct Moon
Transit to Natal
Serious Ideas
Sober or somber thoughts, perhaps a little too heavy come to mind and can’t be
ignored. Perhaps not clear at first, this will come in time, in particular relating to
emotional control or discipline, perhaps involving younger people, the past, and,
in general, your support network.

Age:
29y03m

1999
Dec 07

02nd of 3
02nd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Moon
Transit to Natal
Serious Ideas
Sober or somber thoughts, perhaps a little too heavy come to mind and can’t be
ignored. Perhaps not clear at first, this will come in time, in particular relating to
emotional control or discipline, perhaps involving younger people, the past, and,
in general, your support network.

Age:
29y09m

2000
Feb 15

03rd of 3
02nd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Moon
Transit to Natal
Serious Ideas
Sober or somber thoughts, perhaps a little too heavy come to mind and can’t be
ignored. Perhaps not clear at first, this will come in time, in particular relating to
emotional control or discipline, perhaps involving younger people, the past, and,
in general, your support network.

Age:
29y11m

2003
Aug 28

01st of 3
02nd Cycle

Saturn Opposite Midheaven
Transit to Natal
Saturn on Nadir
A new start. Several years of self-examination and inner learning are coming to
an end. Now you begin to feel a growing confidence in everything you do. You
have found yourself in one sense or another and are on the move toward
building a real future.

Age:
33y06m

2003
Dec 24

02nd of 3
02nd Cycle

Saturn Opposite Midheaven
Transit to Natal
Saturn on Nadir
A new start. Several years of self-examination and inner learning are coming to
an end. Now you begin to feel a growing confidence in everything you do. You
have found yourself in one sense or another and are on the move toward
building a real future.

Age:
33y09m
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2004
May 15

03rd of 3
02nd Cycle

Saturn Opposite Midheaven
Transit to Natal
Saturn on Nadir
A new start. Several years of self-examination and inner learning are coming to
an end. Now you begin to feel a growing confidence in everything you do. You
have found yourself in one sense or another and are on the move toward
building a real future.

Age:
34y02m

2009
Sep 27

Saturn Conjunct Pluto
Transit to Natal
Transforming Ideas
Ideas from the deep, from the crucible, involving extraordinary effort, perhaps to
the point of cruelty. Forcing change.

02nd Cycle
Age:
39y07m

2010
Sep 28

02nd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Uranus
Transit to Natal
Insights
Ideas and images of breaking through, and overcoming obstacles. Also, could
be connected to making insights and innovations into something practical,
useful. Lightning in a bottle. Seeing the infinite in the finite.

Age:
40y07m

2011
Oct 21

02nd Cycle
Age:
41y07m

2012
Nov 19

01st of 3
02nd Cycle

Saturn Opposite Ascendant
Transit to Natal
Saturn on Descendant
This time marks the end of a number of years of hard work, a kind of
apprenticeship on your part. Now you begin to move upward and outward. Go
for it! A number of very successful years are coming now, during which the
world should bend to your lead.

Saturn Conjunct Jupiter
Transit to Natal
Skillfull Ideas
This is a time when ideas relating to handling the law, lawyers, and all questions
of a disciplined career are at focus - following the law to the letter. The mind is
filled with these thoughts.

Age:
42y08m

2013
Jun 11

02nd of 3
02nd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Jupiter
Transit to Natal
Skillfull Ideas
This is a time when ideas relating to handling the law, lawyers, and all questions
of a disciplined career are at focus - following the law to the letter. The mind is
filled with these thoughts.

Age:
43y03m
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2013
Aug 02

03rd of 3
02nd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Jupiter
Transit to Natal
Skillfull Ideas
This is a time when ideas relating to handling the law, lawyers, and all questions
of a disciplined career are at focus - following the law to the letter. The mind is
filled with these thoughts.

Age:
43y05m

2014
Dec 31

01st of 3
02nd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Neptune
Transit to Natal
Reality Visions
This is a long-tern aspect about ideas and insights into separating our dreams
from reality, somehow putting our ideals to the test. It is about compassion, but
compassion with discipline.

Age:
44y10m

2015
Jun 02

02nd of 3
02nd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Neptune
Transit to Natal
Reality Visions
This is a long-tern aspect about ideas and insights into separating our dreams
from reality, somehow putting our ideals to the test. It is about compassion, but
compassion with discipline.

Age:
45y03m

2015
Sep 29

03rd of 3
02nd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Neptune
Transit to Natal
Reality Visions
This is a long-tern aspect about ideas and insights into separating our dreams
from reality, somehow putting our ideals to the test. It is about compassion, but
compassion with discipline.

Age:
45y07m

2018
Dec 22

02nd Cycle
Age:
48y09m

2024
Feb 29

Saturn Conjunct Midheaven
Transit to Natal
Saturn on Midheaven
This is a high-water mark as far as outward and social success is concerned, a
kind of peak after which you should turn your attention to consolidating what
you have set in motion up to this point. A more inward time is to come in a few
years.

Saturn Conjunct Mercury
Transit to Natal
Ideas of Discipline
Matters of philosophy, serious study, deep thought, discipline, and organization
inspire the mind and beckon to be implemented.

02nd Cycle
Age:
53y12m
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2025
Feb 27

02nd Cycle
Age:
54y12m

2025
Jun 25

Saturn Conjunct Sun
Transit to Natal
Ideas of Authority
Your practical and organizational skills are at their clearest. Perhaps more of an
internal change than one that is flashy and outward, this shift in emphasis
marks your moving out of the past, out of whatever obligations and
responsibilities you have to do, and onto a future of greater control and mastery
on your part. In other words, you will be better able to handle things, to exert
control over your own affairs, and direct your future than you have up to now.
This is the beginning of a more future-oriented time.

Saturn Conjunct Venus
Transit to Natal
Organized Ideas
Here ideas relating to the love of truth, duty, loyalty, and dependability fuel the
imagination, and rise into the mind.

01st of 3
02nd Cycle
Age:
55y03m

2025
Jul 30

Saturn Conjunct Venus
Transit to Natal
Organized Ideas
Here ideas relating to the love of truth, duty, loyalty, and dependability fuel the
imagination, and rise into the mind.

02nd of 3
02nd Cycle
Age:
55y05m

2026
Feb 28

Saturn Conjunct Venus
Transit to Natal
Organized Ideas
Here ideas relating to the love of truth, duty, loyalty, and dependability fuel the
imagination, and rise into the mind.

03rd of 3
02nd Cycle
Age:
55y12m

2027
May 05

01st of 3
02nd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Ascendant
Transit to Natal
Saturn on Ascendant
This marks a major life change. It is the end of an interest in the outward and
social world and the start of a more inward journey during which you absorb and
take in new information. Letting go of past success is a necessity.

Age:
57y02m

2027
Dec 12

02nd of 3
02nd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Ascendant
Transit to Natal
Saturn on Ascendant
This marks a major life change. It is the end of an interest in the outward and
social world and the start of a more inward journey during which you absorb and
take in new information. Letting go of past success is a necessity.

Age:
57y09m
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2028
Jan 04

03rd of 3
02nd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Ascendant
Transit to Natal
Saturn on Ascendant
This marks a major life change. It is the end of an interest in the outward and
social world and the start of a more inward journey during which you absorb and
take in new information. Letting go of past success is a necessity.

Age:
57y10m

2028
May 08

02nd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Mars
Transit to Natal
Discipline Ideas
Questions of self-discipline, of better channeling your drive and ambitions,
building a workable support environment are in the air. Although not just
thoughts, they could soon be plans for action.

Age:
58y02m

2028
May 30

03rd Cycle
Age:
58y03m

2028
Nov 25

01st of 2
03rd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Saturn
Transit to Natal
Saturn Return (Begin 03rd Saturn Cycle)
A major life event that marks the end of a formative period and the beginning of
more independence. You are on your own, and this marks the start of increased
responsibility and accountability. A time for deep thought, review of self, a new
chance.

Saturn Conjunct Saturn
Transit to Natal
Saturn Return (Begin 03rd Saturn Cycle)
A major life event that marks the end of a formative period and the beginning of
more independence. You are on your own, and this marks the start of increased
responsibility and accountability. A time for deep thought, review of self, a new
chance.

Age:
58y09m

2029
Feb 13

02nd of 2
03rd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Saturn
Transit to Natal
Saturn Return (Begin 03rd Saturn Cycle)
A major life event that marks the end of a formative period and the beginning of
more independence. You are on your own, and this marks the start of increased
responsibility and accountability. A time for deep thought, review of self, a new
chance.

Age:
58y11m

2029
Apr 09

03rd Cycle
Age:
59y01m

Life Landscape

Saturn Conjunct Moon
Transit to Natal
Serious Ideas
Sober or somber thoughts, perhaps a little too heavy come to mind and can’t be
ignored. Perhaps not clear at first, this will come in time, in particular relating to
emotional control or discipline, perhaps involving younger people, the past, and,
in general, your support network.
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2033
Jun 28

03rd Cycle
Age:
63y04m

2038
Nov 08

Saturn Opposite Midheaven
Transit to Natal
Saturn on Nadir
A new start. Several years of self-examination and inner learning are coming to
an end. Now you begin to feel a growing confidence in everything you do. You
have found yourself in one sense or another and are on the move toward
building a real future.

Saturn Conjunct Pluto
Transit to Natal
Transforming Ideas
Ideas from the deep, from the crucible, involving extraordinary effort, perhaps to
the point of cruelty. Forcing change.

01st of 3
03rd Cycle
Age:
68y08m

2039
Mar 12

Saturn Conjunct Pluto
Transit to Natal
Transforming Ideas
Ideas from the deep, from the crucible, involving extraordinary effort, perhaps to
the point of cruelty. Forcing change.

02nd of 3
03rd Cycle
Age:
69y00m

2039
Aug 02

Saturn Conjunct Pluto
Transit to Natal
Transforming Ideas
Ideas from the deep, from the crucible, involving extraordinary effort, perhaps to
the point of cruelty. Forcing change.

03rd of 3
03rd Cycle
Age:
69y05m

2039
Nov 06

01st of 3
03rd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Uranus
Transit to Natal
Insights
Ideas and images of breaking through, and overcoming obstacles. Also, could
be connected to making insights and innovations into something practical,
useful. Lightning in a bottle. Seeing the infinite in the finite.

Age:
69y08m

2040
Apr 13

02nd of 3
03rd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Uranus
Transit to Natal
Insights
Ideas and images of breaking through, and overcoming obstacles. Also, could
be connected to making insights and innovations into something practical,
useful. Lightning in a bottle. Seeing the infinite in the finite.

Age:
70y01m

Life Landscape
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2040
Jul 29

03rd of 3
03rd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Uranus
Transit to Natal
Insights
Ideas and images of breaking through, and overcoming obstacles. Also, could
be connected to making insights and innovations into something practical,
useful. Lightning in a bottle. Seeing the infinite in the finite.

Age:
70y05m

2040
Nov 29

01st of 3
03rd Cycle

Saturn Opposite Ascendant
Transit to Natal
Saturn on Descendant
This time marks the end of a number of years of hard work, a kind of
apprenticeship on your part. Now you begin to move upward and outward. Go
for it! A number of very successful years are coming now, during which the
world should bend to your lead.

Age:
70y09m

2041
Apr 10

02nd of 3
03rd Cycle

Saturn Opposite Ascendant
Transit to Natal
Saturn on Descendant
This time marks the end of a number of years of hard work, a kind of
apprenticeship on your part. Now you begin to move upward and outward. Go
for it! A number of very successful years are coming now, during which the
world should bend to your lead.

Age:
71y01m

2041
Aug 25

03rd of 3
03rd Cycle

Saturn Opposite Ascendant
Transit to Natal
Saturn on Descendant
This time marks the end of a number of years of hard work, a kind of
apprenticeship on your part. Now you begin to move upward and outward. Go
for it! A number of very successful years are coming now, during which the
world should bend to your lead.

Age:
71y05m

2042
Jan 06

01st of 3
03rd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Jupiter
Transit to Natal
Skillfull Ideas
This is a time when ideas relating to handling the law, lawyers, and all questions
of a disciplined career are at focus - following the law to the letter. The mind is
filled with these thoughts.

Age:
71y10m

2042
Mar 24

02nd of 3
03rd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Jupiter
Transit to Natal
Skillfull Ideas
This is a time when ideas relating to handling the law, lawyers, and all questions
of a disciplined career are at focus - following the law to the letter. The mind is
filled with these thoughts.

Age:
72y00m

Life Landscape
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2042
Sep 28

03rd of 3
03rd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Jupiter
Transit to Natal
Skillfull Ideas
This is a time when ideas relating to handling the law, lawyers, and all questions
of a disciplined career are at focus - following the law to the letter. The mind is
filled with these thoughts.

Age:
72y07m

2044
Nov 07

03rd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Neptune
Transit to Natal
Reality Visions
This is a long-tern aspect about ideas and insights into separating our dreams
from reality, somehow putting our ideals to the test. It is about compassion, but
compassion with discipline.

Age:
74y08m

2048
Jan 26

01st of 3
03rd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Midheaven
Transit to Natal
Saturn on Midheaven
This is a high-water mark as far as outward and social success is concerned, a
kind of peak after which you should turn your attention to consolidating what
you have set in motion up to this point. A more inward time is to come in a few
years.

Age:
77y11m

2048
Aug 08

02nd of 3
03rd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Midheaven
Transit to Natal
Saturn on Midheaven
This is a high-water mark as far as outward and social success is concerned, a
kind of peak after which you should turn your attention to consolidating what
you have set in motion up to this point. A more inward time is to come in a few
years.

Age:
78y05m

2048
Oct 16

03rd of 3
03rd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Midheaven
Transit to Natal
Saturn on Midheaven
This is a high-water mark as far as outward and social success is concerned, a
kind of peak after which you should turn your attention to consolidating what
you have set in motion up to this point. A more inward time is to come in a few
years.

Age:
78y07m

2053
Apr 05

Saturn Conjunct Mercury
Transit to Natal
Ideas of Discipline
Matters of philosophy, serious study, deep thought, discipline, and organization
inspire the mind and beckon to be implemented.

01st of 3
03rd Cycle
Age:
83y01m

Life Landscape
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2053
Sep 20

Saturn Conjunct Mercury
Transit to Natal
Ideas of Discipline
Matters of philosophy, serious study, deep thought, discipline, and organization
inspire the mind and beckon to be implemented.

02nd of 3
03rd Cycle
Age:
83y06m

2053
Dec 29

Saturn Conjunct Mercury
Transit to Natal
Ideas of Discipline
Matters of philosophy, serious study, deep thought, discipline, and organization
inspire the mind and beckon to be implemented.

03rd of 3
03rd Cycle
Age:
83y10m

2054
Apr 04

01st of 3
03rd Cycle
Age:
84y01m

2054
Nov 02

02nd of 3
03rd Cycle
Age:
84y08m

2054
Dec 13

03rd of 3
03rd Cycle
Age:
84y09m

2055
Apr 05

Saturn Conjunct Sun
Transit to Natal
Ideas of Authority
Your practical and organizational skills are at their clearest. Perhaps more of an
internal change than one that is flashy and outward, this shift in emphasis
marks your moving out of the past, out of whatever obligations and
responsibilities you have to do, and onto a future of greater control and mastery
on your part. In other words, you will be better able to handle things, to exert
control over your own affairs, and direct your future than you have up to now.
This is the beginning of a more future-oriented time.

Saturn Conjunct Sun
Transit to Natal
Ideas of Authority
Your practical and organizational skills are at their clearest. This is a more
subtle change, moving from trying to expand your control, and to perhaps better
organize areas of your life, to trying to find a solid base on which to stand and
stabilize things. More often than not this involves a swing toward the past,
toward what works or has worked, and away from anything more speculative or
insecure. Security is the key here, and going against that will result in even
greater instability.

Saturn Conjunct Sun
Transit to Natal
Ideas of Authority
Your practical and organizational skills are at their clearest. Perhaps more of an
internal change than one that is flashy and outward, this shift in emphasis
marks your moving out of the past, out of whatever obligations and
responsibilities you have to do, and onto a future of greater control and mastery
on your part. In other words, you will be better able to handle things, to exert
control over your own affairs, and direct your future than you have up to now.
This is the beginning of a more future-oriented time.

Saturn Conjunct Venus
Transit to Natal
Organized Ideas
Here ideas relating to the love of truth, duty, loyalty, and dependability fuel the
imagination, and rise into the mind.

03rd Cycle
Age:
85y01m
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2056
Jun 21

01st of 3
03rd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Ascendant
Transit to Natal
Saturn on Ascendant
This marks a major life change. It is the end of an interest in the outward and
social world and the start of a more inward journey during which you absorb and
take in new information. Letting go of past success is a necessity.

Age:
86y03m

2056
Sep 15

02nd of 3
03rd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Ascendant
Transit to Natal
Saturn on Ascendant
This marks a major life change. It is the end of an interest in the outward and
social world and the start of a more inward journey during which you absorb and
take in new information. Letting go of past success is a necessity.

Age:
86y06m

2057
Mar 08

03rd of 3
03rd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Ascendant
Transit to Natal
Saturn on Ascendant
This marks a major life change. It is the end of an interest in the outward and
social world and the start of a more inward journey during which you absorb and
take in new information. Letting go of past success is a necessity.

Age:
86y12m

2057
Jun 20

03rd Cycle

Saturn Conjunct Mars
Transit to Natal
Discipline Ideas
Questions of self-discipline, of better channeling your drive and ambitions,
building a workable support environment are in the air. Although not just
thoughts, they could soon be plans for action.

Age:
87y03m

2057
Aug 04

03rd Cycle
Age:
87y05m

Life Landscape

Saturn Conjunct Saturn
Transit to Natal
Saturn Return (Begin 03rd Saturn Cycle)
A major life event that marks the end of a formative period and the beginning of
more independence. You are on your own, and this marks the start of increased
responsibility and accountability. A time for deep thought, review of self, a new
chance.
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This concludes your Life Landscape Report, the
chronological movement of Saturn (the sequence of
time) through your natal chart.
Most astrologers would agree that the 30-year cycle of
Saturn through the astrological houses and specifically
the “Angles,” (Ascendant, I.C., Descendant, and
Midheaven) represents one of the most accurate and
telling of all astrological factors.
Saturn signifies the physical form as it emerges through
time after birth, reaches our “Prime,” and then begins
to fade. This is usually divided into three cycles of
thirty years each.
I like to think of the first thirty years, while Saturn is
building our physical body and form, as the time when
we each build ourselves a space capsule as well as we
can, as solidly as possible – our body.
Then after the age of thirty, we are launched into outer
space. Time as we knew it ends and we begin the next
Saturn cycle and are born beyond time. My teacher told
me that in that second cycle we each repair the
damage we made during the first cycle and during the
process of being launched.
And finally, in our third 30-year cycle, it was explained
to me that we can consciously and actively participate
in the creative life force, literally shaping life in those
younger than ourselves. I hope you have enjoyed your
report.
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